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I
. , INTRODUCTION. , ..

t.
. _Pima Community College first opened its doors to students in September', 1970,-with an'jnitial enrollment of 3,728 students,-In the brief period of nine years,,enrollments have spiralled upward to 20,000 students and the original locatjorrhasbeen_expanded to a four campus operation: The use of 00 satellite facilities 'ispart of the overall. philosophy of bringing education to the people of. Pima County'.During the 197.4=-75 school year Pima College:was awarded full accreditation by theNorth Central AssodatiOn of Colleges and Secondary Schoolt. The national accred- .iting agency attaChed no conditions to accreditation and stated there would be nofurther review'for five years; the maximum time allowed. This accreditationAs '.a remarkable achievement for .an institution only five Years old.

.
.., ,,,,r,

A large pant of our-success can be
.

attributed to the exploratio and develOp--- went of new methods
ofslelivering educational Servicittobetter se ve the w de

J
variety of students, to be found within the community collegesenvironbent. T isexploration, development and final implementation could-not be accomplishe ith-out full cone ration Ofall segments within the'institution;

administrators, faculty,and ,staff.

SELF -PACED INDIVIDUALIZED
MEDIATEDANSTAUCTION

Much has been written regardjng the classroom instructor and his role oflecturer and demonstrator ini presenting eacationallpaterial.. In recent years,many articles hive been published discussing the change inthe role of the educatorbrought about'by the teaching machine and its counterpart-,. programmed learning:
At the.1964 convention of the American Vocational Assn. John Shemick presenteda paper which examined a study utilizing a teaching machine to present an exercisein spinning a small' metal bowl.. One-half the class of 20 studentsreceived-in,struction through use of slides, while the remaining students received a teachercentered lecture and demonstration. There was no significant difference betweenthe-vouptas to -number of trials and quality of workmanship. It was concluded,however, that the-teaching machine consumed less of the student's time in performinthe task and more of the teacher's time in individual" assistance.

-.Commercial application of the teaching machine to the area of electronjcswas-attempted at the Hdghes Corporation. A series of step--by -step electgonicsassembly procedures we're programmed for use with the Hughes Vtdecsonic Cdmmuni-cations System. An article in Aviation%Week (January 1960) reported a 99% re-duction in employee errors and a 60 to 90 percent increase in standard .productionduring a ten month trial period.
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Many'other=studies utilizing teaching machines,have.Yeen-carried out over .

the;years-including the following: James McMurry and Armond Hoffer - University
-\,of Missouri - 1964;- Norman Sprankle (1965)'and Charles Hayes (1967) at California

State College at Long:Beach. The published data from these and other- researchers
indicate one common poInt:/ there was no-statistical'difference in student per-
formanceor retention between the two presentation methods; teacher lecture versus
teaching machine.' There were, however, two decided benefits to machine instruction
the ability of a student to set his.own pace, and the-resulting freedom of the
instructor to concentrate upoh those students most in need of his personal. attention.

Theeewo factors, freedom of the stuOpt and the instructor to use their
talents most productivelx, were'the,deciding factiir's 'of the decision to'broduce -

self -paced individualized mediated.drafting- iristruction at theDawntown Campus of
Pima Community College; Drafting-at Pima is both a degree program for students.
desiring entry-level skills, plus support program for courses requiring limited
drafting skills-in other professions such as sheet metal; air cnOrtioning, machine
Shop, and.welding. Thus students entering our drafting courses racked homogeneity
in skills, abilities, motivation, and experience. Teaching to the .lower level
produced large numbers,of ,drop-outs, among, more.advanced students. Speeding up
And/or raising the level of the course material woilldproduce. an equally'large defection
of lower level students. Setting up separate curriculum-andglasses'for each of
the various levels would ha4e create an impossible_ paperwork load and insurmountable 4-
scheduling difficulties-due to class size minimums and maximums. Thus. individualized
self-paced instruction' appeared to hold -the solution to the problem, and, during
the summer9of 1978'we produced our own self-paced individualized instruction for
:Drafting .using the 551mm-slide and cassette tape format.

2: )

. . 1 .

Designing individualiiedomediated drafting instruction required first diOding
the instructional. material into unitsiafinstruction. Areas of instructional- . .

information required for skills Of an introductorynature were dnitizedas follows:.
, -

.

-1- Introduction to-equipment and-their use.
/ 2- Straight lin s (The draftingmachine)f3- Arc and Ct cles (The compass) ' ._ .

4-. Free -hand Sketching . /,
5- Geometric COnstructfon .

..,

6- View Visualization
71 Orthographic projection
8 Dimensioning.
9- Sections,

10- Auxiliaries
; 11- Pictorials

12- Developmenti
13- Threads and Fasteners

--Thus It was decided that we would require a Minimum of,-thirVer -separate filmi w4th
accompanying tapes. Allowing each student to proceed atihis own pace-would require
a minimum of 11 films per unit per section; assuming 50% utilization of :the 22 work
stations available. Thus we were looking at a totallif 143 films and tapet; a

physical impossibility space wise, and a monetary impossibility budget wise..
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A solution to the numbers problem was achieved by Modulizing the&units. The 13 ,

Onit.were.divided-into areas of difficulty; introducttpn, basic, and intermediate.

'. The introductory
module- included. units 1-thru.6; the bilic module-contained

units 7- thru 9, and the intermediate module contained units 10 thrU 13. Each

unit of- instruction within a module was completely independent of any other within'

the same Thus students' -need not work in-sequential form withip any module-. .

The only: requirement-Was' that- ill -units' of Module.1 must be- completed prior to

starting on Module 2, and'all of-Module-2 was to be completed -prior to commencing _

on MOdule.-3-:

After much :experimentation we were able to.develOp Slides and tapes within

-each module that Were completely-independent of other Units-within that same module.

From an Original_anticipated total df 143 tapes-and films, our requirements were

redOced to a total'of 38 tapes and filmS. Assumhng 4, films of each unit and 6 units

to Module 1, only a total of 24
individual.films,needed to be available during any

one period. Modules 11-and III required-la/11y 14 films available at any given

'moment,-two of each of the-seven units,-because of the differing rates of student

17 progress as the'progravadvanced fromHbasie to intermediate.
..........

Each'_ completed linii of instruction consisted
of.a-carouiel'of slides plus ,a

cassette tape cued to advance.the slides-as well at- padsing the-program whenever

the student-waS*l d upon:to perform.. Worksheets were developed and included

st,0within_ each Unit of in ruction, guiding the student through the performance

-objectives. Upon complet' ny.the
worksheetwoul0 be reviewed. by the instructor

who.then assigned a project to the stubent: The project covered the same unit.of .

instruction, only this'time the Student was expected'to Complete the assignment -

without the aid of medial All assigned work allowed full use of text materials

and students were encouraged touse their.prafting Room Manual, at all times.'
.

'....,,

The self - paced, individualizedmediated drafting
instruction'becime operational-

for the Mall semester', 1978. Needed improvements ikaudio/visual presentations-as

well as assigned worksheets and projects were made during the school year as indicated

by classroom experience. A final examination issue4 at the,end of each semester

was tiled-to evaluate student retention and-level of aoility.'-The examination utilized

was .an instrumentiused,for employment
evaluation by industry of entry level Skills

'for drafting applicants. =There were multii5le choice questions covering ten of

.12 units of instruction. 'Units 2 (Straight lines) and 3 (The:compass) were not

included with. the-examination.4

0

.0

The same examination' had been utilized as,a final exam to all first level

drafting students for a period of one school year
(1977-78) prior to initiating

the'self-paced Ipdividualized
instructiOnal program. Priorto the introduction

'Of the self-pattd
instruction, all' classes were conducted by conventional .

:methodology., Thus we Were able to establish a control group using Standard teacher-

lecture demonstration,techniques and tojctimpae
student achievement with those

4.1 receiving instructionthrough the mediated apdroach.

Comparing the curves of the control group-with those of the experimental group

showed no significant difference in student performance or retention. Thus the

results at Pima Community College seem to confirm theconclusion'of those involved

in earlier experimental-programs ofmediated instruction. Hoycver, while student

retention and performance, remained the same, there were some significant observations

that were beneficial' goals of Pima Community College.
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ThestUderit seemed -mpre aware of his personal aims and
Wag happier with his achievements despite the experi-,

mental data showing no actual gain in achievement over
44. normal teaching-pratticeS. Improved student attitude

was based upon, an anonymous, questiopaire distributed
at-the-end of each semester.--

.

.'
,

i
..,

2- Students were free,to do'extra and/or make up Work at
their convenience. Open lab was from 8 :00- AMAX! 10:00

. .

PM and studentg were.en ouraged to use theplab facilities
'at any'time. There were ases where employed students
would have their.workibg ift'changed from day to night,

(
. or visa Versa; a very common occtrance with one of Arizona's

0 . largest*employers, the mining induStry. When this occured g

the,student:involmed would switch'from night to day lab
- hours with no logs intime or continuity. This change of
' scheduling has been. known to occur. as miry% three times
in one semester.

-

3- The.stuaent,rdctived individual 'attention when and as needed: ,

Basic drafting at Pima, College is the first drafting course
and has no pre-requistts for entry.- The advanced and/or
more capable student could now proceed at his own pace t.and .

. some have completed thkrequired work in as few as ten weeks'
of the normal 15 week program.

Theaverage student.usualty requireg"the'entire 15 weeks to complete the .

13 units4of work contained within'the three modules. .Course content hat'been,
designed -for, the average student and revisions Have been made to insure the 15,
week (90 Hour),limitatiOn.

Slower students now have,tht,full services of individual instruction. Increased
attention by the instructor appears to have a positive effect on student retention Alt
as many more students are completing the 15 week program.-

There is even a place for thoseigho cannot seemt6 Complete the required
work in 15 weeks. This student is endure** to sign up thq following semesterO

to complete the remainder of units he Ts missing,. ThOsconttnuiti is continued
and unnecessary repetition of material is minimized. .Purther, there'is no grade
penalty as the grade is based upOn individual'ability and performance, and- not
on speed. Thus-qtrality 'always remains superior to quantity.

0 .
,.

.

$
:

HARDWARE and SOFTiARE '
: .

-
.

.". '

%
i

The clasS0aom contains twenty -two commercial drafting tables, (4 X 5 feet)
each with a commercial'drafting machine. Drafting machines include botharm type
.units and track type cOnseles. Thus the student attains the capability of using.
both styles.' Each drafting 06sitionis equipped.with a caraiiate rear screen
projector audio-vispal unit having remote control facilities. The prob3em of mounting
the audio/visual projectors was solved by utilizing a TV mounting platform designed
for travel trailers; a commercial' product available at minimal prite. These-TV
Platforms ellowthe projecting arm to swing fOrward for loading and-unloading of,I

.
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slides andotapes!, then swings the'unit to one side when the drafting board is in,
use. It further allOws_rotating-the projector to a 90° viewing position, which
is very important.' To receive maximum film brightness under the high level of

,illumination, the studeht must look'directly into the viewing,,.screen. Remote
control Units are provided, which together with the'swinging arm, allows a, maximum.

r--- unobstructed working surface for the student. Maintehance of the equipment has
been minima and down time negligible. Thus the slide -tape format appears more
economical` both in ori inal'cost and in upkeep than other forms of mediated equieent

. available. Further, e. 35mth slide format allows a muchlarger and clearer, icture
than'movifilm and. 's more condubive'to changes in format. The improvement, in

.content and quality o the program has been .a joint effort between the drafting
departmentand the,audio visual media department of the Downtown' Campus. During
the Operational period of this prdgram we have developed our,own.color
processing capabilitibs. Thus all film is now done "in house" at minimum cost.

5.

Carousel slide trays-are kept in a standard metal cabinet and are available
\07. to studehts,as needed. Each.carouiel box contains the worksheets relevant to that

unit, and in sufficent quantities fOr current- enrollment. Pre-recorded cassette
,tapes are kept in an adjacent cassette file cabinet, to which the studeht alSb has
ree access. Master" apes are retained inithe,audio-visual,department, allowing

Widnal copies to be obtained within one working day when necessary. This is
sible through use ,of a cassette copier that will produce both tracks of a
g]e tape in about three minutes:

. ,
. . . ,

One problem area developed when a student was forced to ,leave. the classroom
pricir to completing a mediated unit, asall synchronization between slides and.
tape is lost when they are removed" from the projectors: This was solved by
*paring extra tapes. . The. student now removes his tape, lists'the slide number
upon it, and files it in a pre-assigned drawer. When returning to class he inserts - ,

his tape,_ rotates to the slidelisted upon the tape, and continues on where he '

left -off the previous day.-
- .

...3'
'o x

a

. . All worksheets,are standard 81/2-x 11 sheets with a full supply for the school
0

.year stored in standard file cabinets.within the draftifiggrooffi. 'Thus additional
worksheets are immediately 'available to- refill thepcarousel boxes. Separate.
worksheets of a remedial nature are'also available in the same filexabinet. ThuS7
many different problems are ayailaOle for requiring additional work Within
each'unitofinstruction. Projects are done on velum of various standard put sizes
A through/D. The student supplies his own. vellum to fithis particular.project, .

...

and the school supplies the blue-print paper. Many projects are available for each
unit; sufficient,to insure that no two students in any period will be working on
ILp same problem. . ,,

C . ...

.

i,-0

. The overall intent behind Our adoption of a self-paced mediated form of
. drafting instruction is to make the drafting studea$ self-sufficient,and have

,

the student gain confidence in his abilities,aS a draftsman. 'Cooperation between --,
01. students is encouraged along with the use of the vast resources available thi.ough

our Alternative Learning Center and Library including, but not limited to, a , , ..

complete set of ANSI Specifications as well as MIL Standards, audio-visualfilmstrips,, .

. and selected texts on drafting and related fields'.

7
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SeleatiOn of a standard text -book prior to preparing for the mediated program

had proveI to be anarducius task. Many texts were tried including Luzadder,..

.
Oieseckei Jensen, anddothers1 but. each were eliminited.after a semester's use.

Our students just would nbt, pr could not, read assigned work from existing text

Material. The matter was discussed with other drafting instructors, reading

specialists, learning specialists, industry personnel- apt even staff psychologists.

. The consensus reached:mas:,
. , .

.1. The reading:level of most drafting texts was tdb high (11-13th
grade) for the average entry-level community colldge vocationally
oriented student.

2. Materjal_was n Oresented in a mannerconducive to a beginning
course having pre-requisites. 'There was no continuity evolving

-.. from the simple so the complex. Thus most information presented
reqvired explanation through instructionallectures no.sUited to
the intended mediated instruction:. This was particularly apparent

-in the heavy usage of technical terms not being fully explained
to theleginning level. //

3. MoSt texts'contained information considered superfluous-to a student
prepafihg for entry level SkillS-within the drafting profession.
This superfluous informatiOn, much of'it relating to:specialized
areas such as welding, piping', electroniaS, etc.., tends to confuse

°' the beginning student. Industry personnel recommended that A.
teacthe basics°.and allow industry to implement the specialization.

much space .was devated.tOstandard, classroom exercises. Thus

f the student becomes aware of hiS assigned work before be even enters

. the class. There is also extensive copying without learninland the
'subsequent overlooking.of the.individupl student weakhessep by the

instructor: Perhaps'ilorst afall is. the students tendency to "think"

' with thelaok insteadof relying upon his own intuitive :processes;
.thushe cannot grasp. the similarity of alternative problems.

At that point, .unable to find a/suitabl text available, I. found it necessary

to produce my own book, designed originally to implement the planned self-paced
mediatedinstructiox:; a text that has since been incorporated into drafting courses
using standard teacher lecture-demonstration techniquesi.Thus was born tile Drafting'

Room Manual (DRM), which proved to be 1..le final link to producing successf\ ul mediated

instruction. , , .4

As the Drafting ,Room Manual evolved ft became appareinttreat it could Meet

the needs o0instructors and students involved. in any basic course of-Mechanical

Drafting. The text is designed for grades 10 -14; upper high school thrOugWand
including community college, vocational and trade schools, and lower university

level. There would be no prerequisites tothis text, and the information contained

within the text would be suitable to a one year beginning drafting program.

For many years drafting instructors have maintained that drafting'is a "graphic"'

language, yet texts in ne are profusely verbal.1 Most major industries produce 43Pa\

heir,own drafting texts listing the requirementsof their drafting departments

(both general and speciallzed). These industry -materials follow closely the

-suggestions as stated by,the American Institute of Design and\lkafting:

8
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2. Is this explanation necessary? Does this e
likely to coy0-a-draftsman?

3. 'Does this belong in the DRM? Material should, be
useful to drafting personnel. It should be inde

Can it be said with fewer words? Wr41 ng a reference work iset
particularly difficult. It only requires that you give words_the
same thrifty respect yoU give money. --

../..ready reference. s

ation answer a question

%1
limfted'to information

xed and arrahged for

4. Will an illustrationation explain thii better? One small will
sometimes'save several pages of text.

, u

The format of, the DRMis.as.toflows:

A.' Page size'is x il to allow full scaie'illustratiOns.

B. The page position is horizontal rather /than 'veiical,to follow the
preportibns of thdustry.drawings. .

-Each setbf 81/2 x ll'pages stands Odin' with a full page illustration
...immediately next to the, explanation o its own 81/2 x 11 'page. There
is no need fdr the'student to flivpa es to find explanations of given .-
illustrations. .

. . s.. .

D. Material-is bound using large wire co, ls, allowing the strident te,open
his text flat while.working. That the DRM is as much a reference text
as a text book.

I

E. Blank pages are provided allowing edditioni at the discretion of the
instructor and/or student.

. It is anticipated that the DRM will ,ecome a valuable piece of reference
material that can be expanded upon.,/ The student will thus be encouraged,
to keep and maintain his DRM as.oppOsed-to the present_practice:Of trading_
in his text as goonas.the.course is completed.

1.
. The,number system used assigns a separate subilianber to each rule or

practice. Instructors need.only place a number upon the students
'incorrect work; forcing the student ,to refer.to his DRM to determine
the reasoning behind the correction. °

-

ie. 10.12 would,mean poor dimensionin§ practices. The
.student must now review section 10.12 to determine
his problem:.

.

This constant re-:-forcement.of thi student's weak areas should prove
a valuable aid.
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The ORMwa's written.Under: the format ..of draftinistandards following the
Procedures of the ANSI (American National Standards Institute), but changes
have been. made to reflect a student level, Therefore each sub-title has its
own numbering sequence.' A student using the DRM shall have no problem locating
information when presented with 'another drafting manual front either i1idustr9
or, government. Subject,materiprogresses from the'simple to the complex.
Architectural drafting has purposely been omitted due to the many procedures
peculia0 to this field that seemingly violate the rules of good mechanical
drawing; ie: styles, pictorial representations, and the techniques
of mensuration.. . ..

Illustratidns basicall ' consist orstandard drawings of .indUstry. There is'
-at least one line drawing` ft each title listed,, or approximately 200 drawings-

: .to 500 pages of material. .. ,, .., .,,0 . ; ,

Completion and publication of the Drafting Room Manual' (see appendix) has Di

pleted themediated in frUctional package for the basic 'drafting program at
Pima Corrrnunity College.. evelopment of this program has been exciting, producing
.many challenges and subs quent soltitions. However.; it is'not our intent to stop
here as we shall continue to seek improvement of the existing program as well as
expansion of mediated instructional techniques into our advanced draftinc programs.
While perhaps 'not a complete answer to the.perfe4t methodology, if indeeir`there is
a perfect .methodology., 'sel f-paced mediated on has definitely proven .

superior' to standard teacher centered lecture-demoristraion techniques at Pima.
vet , Community College.
-: -
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